
Knightsbridge
Easy Fitting Instructions

Helpful Advice Before Fitting 

• These instructions are provided in an easy to follow style. Simply follow the instructions in sequence

to fit this product.

• Please retain all packaging until you have checked all the parts the parts list.

• To clean the surround we advise that you use a damp cloth and buff of with a soft, dry duster.

• Please note: if fitting a gas fire a CORGI registered gas fitter must be used to install your gas fire  

• These instructions are guide only, there are various other methods of fitting this fireplace.

In the unlikely event that this product has missing or damaged parts, please call our help line on 

0870 224 2811 or e-mail helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk for assistance or to obtain spare parts.



Tool List:

• Pencil

• Measuring tape

• Silicone adhesive

• Cement (If fitting a Gas Fire)

• Brackets for securing to the wall

Parts List:

Please ensure you have all the correct parts before beginning to fit this fire suite

a) Hearth

b) Legs left and right

c) Cast iron back, optional 3 piece granite back panel, can 
be discarded if fitting cast iron back

d) Front fascia

e) Mantle

f) Fret, ash pan cover and grate
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Fitting the hearth and positioning the legs
Diagram A
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Carefully unpack the hearth part A and position, ensure the hearth is centralised to your fireplace

opening. if installing an electric fire, ensure you have sufficient room for the power cable of your

electric fire to run to the socket

If having a gas fire installed ,prepare a bedding mixture, which can be sand and cement with an

accelerator added to speed up hardening, or a special mixture available ready mixed. Lay the

bedding mixture on the floor, ensuring sufficient depth of mixture to support the surround off the floor

about 12mm and allow to harden.

Note: The hearth must be sealed directly on to bare floor so no air can enter the Flue from

under the hearth. It must not be bedded directly on the carpet

Attach brackets ( not supplied) onto each leg using a generous amount 2 part epoxy adhesive and

allow to harden

Determine the position of the legs, which is central to both the hearth and the builders opening 

and mark off the position on the wall with a pencil and drill holes to attach the brackets and then fit

wall plugs
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Positioning the cast back panel

The back panel must have a air tight seal on to the wall

Slide the cast iron back panel and attached chair brick into the builders opening and cement into

position.

Positioning the legs, fascia and mantel

Diagram B

Position legs to previously marked positions with both legs slightly off the wall apply silicone adhesive

to the back of the legs and push the legs back on to the wall and fasten back with screws and

brackets.

Position the fascia carefully on to the legs, ensuring the lipped edge sits on the legs. Secure in place

with adhesive. Centralise the mantle on top of the fascia and secure in place with adhesive

Any gaps can be filled in with a good quality builder chalk
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Attaching the grate, (optional for gas or solid fuel),

fret and ash pan cover

If using solid fuel option secure grate in position by simply slotting into the hole on the back panel,

see diagram B. Attach the fret by securing in the slots on the side of the cast back. Complete by

sliding the ash pan cover into place

Diagram C
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Installation Instructions for fitting a gas fire.

Note: It is a legal requirement that any installation of gas work is carried
out by a CORGI Registered installer

This information provided within this instruction sheet is only a suggestion
which can assist the installer to fit the fireplace correctly. There are other
equally suitable methods of installing the fireplace

Please Note If you need any further advice or any spare parts for this item, please contact our customer

service help line on 0870 224 2811 or e-mail helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk for assistance.
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Helpline telephone number: 0870 224 2811

Helpline email address: helpline@adamsurrounds.co.uk


